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3. **Disciplines:** Health Science Leadership, Higher Education Administration

4. **Presentation Theme:** Working with Faculty and Administration

5. **Presentation Type:** Brown Bag Lunch Discussion (30 mins).

6. **Abstract:** (30-50 words)
   
   This session will discuss increasing challenges chairpersons and associate deans’ experience when faced with decreasing or limited faculty resources and how this ultimately impacts student success. Opportunities and best practices related to working together as a cohesive leadership team, increasing on time graduation rates and course scheduling will also discussed.
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8. **Description of the Session:** (300-500 words)
   
   A degree has always equated into better opportunities and potential for greater job placement among a competitive market for graduates. As fees and student debt increase, in combination with dwindling financial and education returns, the perception from those outside of higher education may be that a college degree may not be such a good investment. All the while over the past 20 years, there has been continued pressure to do more with less within the world of higher education.

   At the same time, there has been a greater focus within academe on increasing student success, which often translates, from upper administration, into increasing the number of undergraduate students graduation rates in four or six years and increasing student retention and enrollment. With enrollment growth, classroom availability limitations may exist. As student enrollment increases and consequently the need to serve more students surges, there are less classrooms available to add more face to face course sections on campus. Strategic initiatives often point to increasing enrollment through the use of distance education which presents additional unique challenges.

   With the focus being on student success, faculty success and retention tend to be ignored. When this occurs, faculty turn over in high demand areas, such as health care professions, can be detrimental to programs that have strict accreditation guidelines. However, student success strongly correlates with faculty success and cannot be neglected. The collision between faculty downsizing and student success results in damage to faculty moral and retention, and ultimately leads to negative effects on students.
This session will present the challenges a College of Health and Human Services continues to battle related to working with a university-wide faculty downsizing while increasing student enrollment to all-time highs. Strategies related to the use of distance education, classroom scheduling, remaining a cohesive academic leadership team, and solutions adopted by CHHS faculty to mitigate downsizing will be discussed as well as allowing time for audience participation and contributions to this topic.